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Background: MYB proto-oncogene is verified as a transcription factor. Although emerging
evidence showed that MYB plays a critical part in tumor progression and immunity, a sys-
tematic pan-cancer analysis of MYB still remains to be performed for determining whether
MYB could serve as a biomarker for cancer screening, prognosis prediction and accurate
therapy design in various human cancers.
Methods: In the present study, we performed qRT-PCR, wound healing assay and transwell
assay to validate the expression level and biological function of MYB in bladder cancer.
Then, we utilized several open-source databases including UCSC Xena database, TCGA,
GTEx, etc. Online tools was used to process the raw data from UCSC Xena database.
Results: We found that the expression level of MYB is significantly higher in bladder cancer
cell lines than urothelial cells. Further experiments confirmed that overexpression of MYB
enhanced the ability of migration in bladder cancer. Next, we found that the expression level
of MYB is significantly higher in most cancers. Meanwhile, MYB expression was positively or
negatively related with the prognosis in different cancer types. In addition, MYB expression
is significantly related to immune score and immune cells in most cancer types. Moreover,
MYB act as an immunotherapy biomarker superior to several traditional immunotherapy
biomarkers. Finally, deep deletion was the most frequent genetic alteration of MYB.
Conclusion: MYB may serve as a powerful biomarker for tumor screening, prognostic, in-
dividualized treatment strategy in a broad range of malignancies.

Introduction
Cancer remains the dominant cause of morbidity and mortality globally and lead to huge burden for pub-
lic health and economics. In the United States, it is estimated that there would be 1,918,030 cancer cases
newly diagnosed in 2022, which means approximately 5250 new cases would be identified each day [1].
The pathogenesis of cancer is complex and unclarified. In our previous study, changes in both molecu-
lar and macroscopic level could lead to a rise in cancer risk [2,3]. Traditional therapies mainly include
surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy; recent years the advances in immunotherapy and molecular
targeting therapy bring about great improvement in treatment for cancer. Emerging results indicate that
immunotherapy showed efficiency in various cancers and in specific cancer type it reaches a surprisingly
100% complete response rate [4]. However, the resistance to immune checkpoint blockade is still a major
problem for immunotherapy which fueled a wave of research into the characters of tumor cells and tumor
immune microenvironment [5,6].

Tumor cells and tumor immune microenvironment (TIME) are closely related and affect each other.
Tumor cells gradually escape from immune surveillance by shaping an immunosuppressive TIME in its
progression and an immunosuppressive TIME promotes tumor growth by various mechanisms includ-
ing the depletion of tumor-infiltrating T cells, the inhibitory role of immune checkpoint genes such as
VISTA, TIM-3 and LAG-3 and inhibitory immune cells like Tregs, TAMs and MDSCs [7]. Therefore,
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understanding TIME is equally critical with the study of tumor cells in order to achieve better cancer treatment strate-
gies. Recently, Carlson et al. found that MYB orchestrates T-cell exhaustion and response to checkpoint inhibition
during chronic infection [8]. MYB is vital for the development of CD62L+ TPEX cells, a cluster of cells identified from
the precursors of exhausted T cells via single-cell RNA sequencing. These cells have superior self-renewal, multipo-
tency and long-term proliferative capacity but loss of MYB impairs the differentiation of these cells and finally destroy
the complete CD8+ T-cell response. Moreover, MYB accounts for the functional exhaustion of CD8+ T cells during
chronic infection. Thus, MYB related two key properties of exhausted CD8+ T cells: no function and longevity.

MYB proto-oncogene, transcription factor (MYB), as a protein coding gene, is located on chromosome 6q23.3
with 20 exons. As a main member of MYB gene family which includes MYB, MYBL1 and MYBL2, MYB is involved
in the control of cell survival, proliferation and differentiation and, as a transcription factor, serves as a convergence
of numerous signaling pathways, which is essential for tumor progression [9]. In leukemia, mebendazole modulates
MYB degradation by interfering with the heat shock protein 70 and exhibit the ability of impairing acute myeloid
leukemia (AML) growth in vivo involving SP70/HSC70 chaperone pathway. It is reported that momentary expo-
sure with mebendazole is enough to inhibit the colony formation ability of AML cells, and further study confirmed
mebendazole availability for impairing AML progression in mouse xenotransplantation experiments. Meanwhile, this
exposure did not impair normal cord blood-derived cells, indicating that MYB represents a safe and novel therapeutic
approach for AML [10]. In breast cancer, MYB regulates the response of DNA damage, suggesting a potential thera-
peutic target in ER+ breast cancer and possibly other cancer types via DNA damage response/repair pathways [11].
Meanwhile, the oncogenic role of MYB is identified in esophageal adenocarcinoma, ovarian cancer, salivary adenoid
cystic carcinoma, pancreatic tumor, etc. [12–16].

Apart from the critical role of MYB in cancer as an oncogene, MYB also affects the immune microenvironment.
Gautam et al. reported that MYB promoted curative antitumor immunity and regulated CD8+ T-cell stemness [17].
Cicirò et al. reviewed studies about MYB family members and identified its role as a potential therapeutic target
[18]. However, the prognostic value and immunity of MYB in various human cancers is not clearly elucidated. Thus,
a systematic pan-cancer analysis of MYB still remains urgently needed to determine whether MYB could serve as
a biomarker for cancer screening, prognosis prediction and accurate therapy design in various human cancers. In
the present study, we validated that MYB is up-regulated in bladder cancer and overexpression of MYB significantly
reinforced the cell migration ability of bladder cancer cells. However, it is unclarified whether MYB affects different
tumor immune microenvironments and the pathogenic role of MYB in various cancer types still remains unclear.
Our team aimed to exhibit the association between MYB and tumor progression and TIME for determining whether
MYB could serve as a biomarker for cancer screening, prognosis and accurate therapy design.

Materials and methods
Cell lines, cell culture and transfection
SV-HUC-1, T24 and UM-UC3 cell lines were purchased from the Cell Bank of Type Culture Collection of the Chi-
nese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). RPMI 1640 medium was used to culture T24 cells. UM-UC3 and
SV-HUC-1 cells were cultured in MEM. The heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (10%) was added to the media
mentioned above. All applied cell lines were cultured at a temperature of 37◦C under an atmosphere of 5% CO2. All
the analyzed samples were at the same passage. The MYB overexpression plasmids and control null plasmids (vec-
tor CMV-MCS-3FLAG-SV40-Neomycin) were transfected into cells by FuGene HD transfection reagent (Promega)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

RNA isolation and qRT-PCR
RNA was extracted from cell lines with RNAiso plus (TaKaRa) and reversely transcribed into cDNA with the
PrimeScript RT reagent Kit. SYBR Premix Ex Taq (TaKaRa) was used to quantify the transcribed cDNA on the
ABI 7500 fast real-time PCR System (Carlsbad, U.S.A.). GAPDH mRNA were used as endogenous references to
calculate the relative expression of associated genes with the 2−��Ct method. Three duplicate samples were ana-
lyzed in each group. All primers used are listed as follows: GAPDH: 5′-CGGATTTGGTCGTATTGGG-3′ (forward)
and 5′-CTGGAAGATGGTGATGGGATT-3′ (reverse); MYB: 5′-GACCCGGGAAGAGGATGAAA-3′ (forward) and
5′-CTCCCCTTTAAGTGCTTGGC-3′ (reverse).
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Wound healing assay
After transfection, cells were grown to 100% confluency in six-well plates and cross wounds were made using mi-
cropipette tips. Wound healing photograph was obtained after 24 h of culture by phase-contrast microscopy (Olym-
pus). The number of cells were counted directly with photographs. The UM-UC3 cells lack adequate migration ability,
thus was not suitable for wound healing assay.

Transwell assay
Transwell assay was used to assess cell migration using transwell chambers (Millipore). After transfection, approxi-
mately 5 × 104 T24 cells or 8 × 104 UM-UC3 cells were resuspended in 200μl of serum-free MEM and distributed on
to the upper layer of the chambers. Then, we place the entire chamber into a 24-well plate and add 600 μl of medium
supplemented with 10% FBS to the lower compartment. After culturation for 24 h at 37◦C, chambers were treated
with methanol and 0.1% crystal violet. Cells on the top surface of the membrane were carefully removed with a cotton
swab. Photographs were acquired by a phase-contrast microscope (CARL ZEISS) using a 20× objective.

Statistical analysis
The statistical analysis was conducted using Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA). All the experiment
data was obtained from at least three independent experiments. Statistical significance was calculated by two-tailed
unpaired Student’s t-test. P<0.05 was considered significant.

Data source
Gene expression data, clinical phenotype data and mutation data for 33 cancers were downloaded from the UCSC
Xena database (https://xena.ucsc.edu/). Data from TCGA and GTEx databases was also gathered for analysis. These
databases included transcriptomic data for tumors and normal samples. The analysis was performed via SangerBox
(http://sangerbox.com/tool.html) to process the raw data from UCSC Xena database. In order to convert RNA-seq
data from FPKM format into TPM format, log2 conversion was performed.

Topology, localization and protein interaction network of MYB proteins
Human Protein Atlas database (http://www.proteinatlas.org) is an open-access resource for analyzing protein ex-
pression in tissues, single cells, immune cells, cell lines and other subcellular levels. In the Human Protein Atlas
database, the protein subcellular localization of MYB was obtained and analyzed in HEL, REH and U-2 OS cell lines.
The association between MYB expression, endoplasmic reticulum, microtubules and the nucleus was investigated
in the database. PROTTER (http://wlab.ethz.ch/protter/start/) is an open-access tool for predicting sequence fea-
tures as well as protein-form visualization based on experimental proteomics evidence. String (cn.string-db.org/) is
an open-source database which was utilized to predict protein–protein interaction (PPI) networks (confidence score
cutoff = 0.7).

Expression and prognostic value of MYB in pan-cancer
The TIMER database (https://cistrome.shinyapps.io/timer/) and UCSC Xena database were used to compare MYB
expression between human cancers and paired normal tissue. Expression profiles of MYB were analyzed in different
cancer lines and paired normal lines using the BioGPS database (http://biogps.org). We used UCSC Xena database
and SangerBox tools to analyze the impact of the expression level of MYB on the overall survival of patients. The
Kaplan–Meier method and univariate Cox regression analysis were used for survival analyses.

Analyzing the immune and molecular subtypes related to MYB expression
TISIDB (http://cis.hku.hk/TISIDB/index.php) integrates multiple heterogeneous data types for tumor-immune sys-
tem interaction. It was used to examine the correlation between MYB expression and immune or molecular subtypes
of different cancer types. P<0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Analyzing the correlation between MYB expression and immune
checkpoint genes
The correlation between MYB expression and immune checkpoint genes was analyzed via UCSC Xena database.
The immune checkpoint genes were classified into Inhibitory genes and stimulatory genes according to a previous
publication [19].
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Figure 1. Biological function of MYB in bladder cancer

(A) The relative expression of MYB is confirmed by qRT-PCR in SV-HUC-1, T24 and UM-UC3 cells. (B) The wound healing as-

say demonstrated a significant enhancement of T24migration ability. (C) The transferred distance of T24 was calculated in three

independent experiments. (D) The expression of MYB was explored in UALCAN database. (E) The representative micrographs of

transwell assays in T24 and UM-UC3 after MYB overexpression. The photographs were taken under 10*20 scope. (F) The represen-

tative micrographs of transwell assays were calculated. Error bars represent the S.D. obtained from three independent experiments;

*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001.

Analyzing tumor immune microenvironment and MYB in pan-cancer
SangerBox tools was utilized to calculate the stromal score, immune score and ESTIMATE score in human cancers.
Only results with P<0.05 were considered for analysis. Further, the Timer method of IOBR package was used to
re-evaluate the B cell, T cell CD4, T cell CD8, Neutrophil, Macrophage and DC invasion score of each patient in each
tumor according to gene expression of MYB [20,21].

Analyzing the relationship between MYB gene alteration and tumor
immunity
Using the Tumor Immune Dysfunction and Exclusion Database (TIDE), immune checkpoint blockade treatment
could be predicted (http://tide.dfci.harvard.edu/). The MYB predictive value was examined in TIDE compared with
some previously published predictive markers in immune checkpoint blockade cohorts and the relationship between
MYB expression and responses to immune checkpoint blockade treatments and T-cell dysfunction levels were eval-
uated in diverse cohorts. The cBioportal database analyzed MYB copy number alterations and genetic alterations
within different cancers (http://www.cbioportal.org/).

Results
MYB is up-regulated in bladder cancer
Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) was conducted to verify the expression level of MYB in bladder cancer cell
lines. The results indicated a higher expression level of MYB in two bladder cancer cell lines, T24 and UM-UC3,
compared with that in the normal urothelial cell line, SV-HUC-1 (Figure 1A). Then, we explored the expression
of MYB in UALCAN database (http://ualcan.path.uab.edu/) to determine that the expression of MYB is higher in
bladder cancer (Figure 1D).
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Overexpression of MYB enhanced the migration of bladder cancer
Next, we suspected whether MYB played an oncogenic role in the progression of bladder cancer. After transfection,
we first performed the CCK-8 and colony formation assays to detect the effects of MYB on cell proliferation, however,
no positive results were found (data shown in supplementary materials). Interestingly, we validated a significant en-
hancement of cell mobility resulting from MYB overexpression by wound healing assay (Figure 1B,C) and transwell
assay (Figure 1E,F).

Topology, localization and protein interaction network of MYB proteins
To further explore the role of MYB in human cancer, we conducted a pan-cancer analysis of MYB. The fundamental
role of proteins is always associated with its topology, localization and protein interaction network. Physiologically
the topology of MYB displayed intracellular membrane localization (Figure 2A). To further explore the intracellular
protein localization of MYB, we retrieved data from The Human Protein Atlas database. As shown in Figure 2B, the
location of protein MYB was heterogeneously distributed at nucleus, microtubes and ER in HEL, REH and U-2 OS cell
lines. The sketch of cell intuitionally indicated that the MYB protein is mainly detected in nucleoplasm and cytosol
(Figure 2C). Protein–protein interaction analysis revealed that the proteins associated with MYB mainly included
NLK, SND1, GATA1, PAX5, CEBPB, CREBBP, EP300, CCND1, MAF and UBE2I (Figure 2D).

Expression of MYB in pan-cancer
To further study the relationship between MYB and cancers, we identified the mRNA expression level in different
tissues using several databases. We used TCGA database to obtain the expression patterns of MYB in cancers and
paraneoplastic tissues (Figure 3A). It can be found that the expression level of MYB is significantly higher in cancers
including GBM, CESC, COAD, COADREAD, BRCA, ESCA, STES, KIRP, KIPAN, STAD, PRAD, UCEC, KIRC, LIHC,
READ, BLCA and CHOL (P<0.05, cancer type abbreviations was shown in Supplementary Table S1). On the contrary,
the expression of MYB is lower in cancers such as LUAD, HNSC, PCPG and KICH. Meanwhile we used TIMER 2.0
database, which is based on TCGA database to verify the expression of MYB in different cancers (Figure 3B). Next, we
combined the data from TCGA and GTEx database (Figure 3C). It was found that expression of MYB is up-regulated
in 27 cancers including GBM, GBMLGG, UCEC, BRCA, CESC, ESCA, STES, KIRP, KIPAN, COAD, COADREAD,
PRAD, STAD, KIRC, LUSC, LIHC, WT, BLCA, THCA, READ, OV, PAAD, TGC, UCS, ALL, LAML and CHOL.
While the expression of MYB is significantly lower in only 5 cancers including HNSC, SKCM, PCPG, ACC and
KICH. Overall, MYB is overexpressed in most cancer types via the analysis of the data from TCGA and GTEx.

Additionally, the expression level of MYB in normal tissues and cancer cell lines was identified via BioGPS database.
We displayed 10 normal tissues with the highest expression level of MYB in Figure 3D. Similarly, 10 cancer cell lines
with the highest expression level of MYB was depicted in Figure 3E. The results above suggested that MYB expression
level is higher in several immune cells and the expression of MYB in cancer cell lines is generally higher than normal
tissues.

Prognostic value of MYB in pan-cancer
We further evaluated the impact of the expression level of MYB on the clinical prognosis of patients with multiple
cancers from UCSC Xena database. Cox regression model was utilized to analyze the Overall survival of each cancer
(Figure 4A). It can be observed that higher expression of MYB was significantly associated with a poorer outcome in
six cancers including GBMLGG, LGG, KIRP, KIPAN, LIHC and TCGA-MESO. On the contrary, lower expression of
MYB was significantly associated with a poorer outcome in four cancers including STES, STAD, HNSC and READ.
In addition, we conducted Kaplan–Meier analysis to verify the impact of MYB expression on patient prognosis in
several cancers (Figure 4B–G). Together, MYB may act as a cancer-promoting gene or a cancer-suppressing gene in
different cancer types.

The immune and molecular subtypes related to MYB expression in
pan-cancer
We then utilized the TISIDB database to clarify the relationship between immune and molecular subtypes and MYB
expression in different cancers [22]. A significant association between molecular subtype and MYB expression was
detected in BRCA, COAD, ESCA, GBM, HNSC, KIRP, LGG, LIHC, LUSC, OV, STAD and UCEC (Figure 5). For
the six immune subtypes (C1-wound healing, C2-IFN-γ dominant, C3-inflammatory, C4 -lymphocyte depleted,
C5-immunologically quiet and C6-TGF-b dominant) of cancers, a significant connection with MYB expression was
found in 18 types of cancer including BLCA, BRCA, CESC, CHOL, COAD, HNSC, KIRC, KIRP, LGG, LIHC, LUAD,
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Figure 2. Topology, localization and protein interaction network of MYB proteins

(A) Topology of MYB proteins indicating intracellular membrane localization. (B) Immunofluorescence staining of the intracellular

protein localization of MYB in the nucleus, microtubules AND endoplasmic reticulum of HEL, REH and U-2 OS cell lines was explored

from the Human Protein Atlas database. (C) The expression of MYB was mainly distributed at the nucleoplasm and cytosol. (D)

Network of MYB protein interactions from String database.

OV, SARC, STAD, TGCT, THCA, UCEC and UCS (Figure 6). Interestingly, we found that MYB expression has a
significant relationship with both immune and molecular subtypes in several cancer types such as BRCA, COAD,
HNSC, KIRP, LGG, LIHC, OV, STAD and UCEC, strongly suggesting that MYB may play a key role in these cancers
and further studies are needed to verify the potential of MYB for becoming an ideal target of precise treatment.
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Figure 3. Expression of MYB in pan-cancer

(A) The expression level of MYB in human cancers from TCGA. (B) The expression level of MYB was verified via TIMER 2.0 database

which is based on TCGA database in human cancers. (C) The expression level of MYB in human cancers from TCGA and GTEx

databases. (D) The expression level of MYB in normal tissues and cancer cell lines identified via BioGPS database; *P<0.05,

**P<0.01, ***P<0.001.
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Figure 4. Prognostic value of MYB in pan-cancer

(A) MYB expression and tumor OS in pan-cancer. (B–G) Kaplan–Meier analysis of MYB expression and OS in GBMLGG, LGG, KIRP,

KIPAN, LIHC and TCGA-MESO.

Immune check point genes related to MYB expression in pan-cancer
The status of immune check point genes plays a key role in cancer immune cell infiltration and immunotherapy.
Therefore, we studied the relationship between MYB expression and immune checkpoint genes in human cancers to
access the potential of MYB in immunotherapy. We downloaded data from UCSC Xena database and explored the
expression of MYB and two types of immune checkpoint genes, including 24 inhibitory genes and 36 stimulatory
genes in 40 human cancers. The correlation of MYB and immune checkpoint genes was calculated and displayed in
Figure 7. A significant relationship was found between MYB and most of immune checkpoint genes in a number of
cancers such as THCA, UVM, KIPAN, KIRC, MESO, KIRP, SKCM, KICH, PAAD, PCPG, ACC, LIHC, OV, HNSC,
DLBC, TGCT, THYM, STAD, STES and PRAD. Especially in THCA, 52 in a total of 60 immune checkpoint genes
has a significant correlation with MYB expression. This result suggests that MYB may regulate the expression of
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Figure 5. The association of MYB and molecular subtypes across human cancers

(A) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and molecular subtypes in BRCA; (B) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and molecular

subtypes in COAD; (C) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and molecular subtypes in ESCA; (D) We analyzed the relationship of

MYB and molecular subtypes in GBM; (E) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and molecular subtypes in HNSC; (F) We analyzed

the relationship of MYB and molecular subtypes in KIRP; (G) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and molecular subtypes in LGG;

(H) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and molecular subtypes in LIHC; (I) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and molecular

subtypes in LUSC; (J) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and molecular subtypes in OV; (K) We analyzed the relationship of MYB

and molecular subtypes in STAD; (L) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and molecular subtypes in UCEC.

these immune checkpoint genes in different pathways, and thus exert potential effect on immunotherapy. Overall,
our analysis indicated that MYB may act as a potential biomarker for predicting the outcome of immunotherapy or
as a new target to improve the effect of immunotherapy.

Tumor immune microenvironment and MYB in pan-cancer
Emerging evidence illustrated that tumor immune microenvironment played a significant role in the occurrence and
progression of human cancers. Hence, we explored the relationship between MYB expression and immune signatures
by calculating stromal score, immune score and ESTIMATE score. Among the 44 types of cancer, we found that the top
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Figure 6. The association of MYB and immune subtypes across human cancers

(A) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and immune subtypes in BLCA; (A) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and immune

subtypes in BLCA; (B) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and immune subtypes in BRCA; (C) We analyzed the relationship of

MYB and immune subtypes in CESC; (D) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and immune subtypes in COAD; (E) We analyzed

the relationship of MYB and immune subtypes in COAD; (F) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and immune subtypes in HNSC;

(G) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and immune subtypes in KIRC; (H) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and immune

subtypes in KIRP; (I) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and immune subtypes in LGG; (J) We analyzed the relationship of MYB

and immune subtypes in LIHC; (K) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and immune subtypes in LUAD; (L) We analyzed the

relationship of MYB and immune subtypes in OV; (M) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and immune subtypes in SARC; (N) We

analyzed the relationship of MYB and immune subtypes in STAD; (O) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and immune subtypes

in TGCT; (P) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and immune subtypes in THCA; (Q) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and

immune subtypes in UCEC; (R) We analyzed the relationship of MYB and immune subtypes in UCS.
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Figure 7. Correlation between MYB and immune checkpoint genes, including 24 inhibitory genes and 36 stimulatory genes

in 40 human cancers

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.
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Figure 8. The associations between MYB expression and immune infiltration scores in human cancers

(A) The top three tumors with the most significant association between MYB expression and immune score was displayed; (B) The

top three tumors with the most significant association between MYB expression and stromal score was displayed; (C) The top three

tumors with the most significant association between MYB expression and ESTIMATE score was displayed.

three tumors with the most significant association between MYB expression and immune score were KIPAN, KIRC
and BRCA (Figure 8A). Similarly, the top three tumors with the most significant association between MYB expression
and stromal score were identified as KIPAN, THCA and KIRC (Figure 8B). Surprisingly, the top three tumors with the
most significant association between MYB expression and ESTIMATE score were the same as stromal score including
KIPAN, THCA and KIRC (Figure 8C). These findings strongly suggest that MYB expression levels in KIPAN, THCA
and KIRC were positively connected with the infiltration of immune cells and stromal cells. Furthermore, we analyzed
the potential relationship between MYB expression and infiltration of several important types of immune cells (Figure
9A). In a total of 38 types of human cancer, MYB expression had a significant relationship with cell infiltration in 31
types of human cancer. MYB had a strong correlation with B cell in 24 cancer types, CD4 T cell in 22 cancer types,
CD8 T cell in 18 cancer types, neutrophil in 25 cancer types, macrophage in 13 cancer types and DC in 24 cancer
types.

MYB gene alteration and relationship with tumor immunity
We examined the value of MYB as a biomarker through comparing it with traditional immunotherapy biomarkers
according to their different outcome after immune check point blockade therapy via TIDE dataset. The results il-
lustrated that MYB as an immunotherapy biomarker had an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUC) which is greater than 0.5 in 12 of the 25 immunotherapy cohorts (Figure 9B). It is inspiring to find that MYB
had a similar predictive ability with MSI.Score, and the predictive value of MYB may be superior to TMB, T. Clonality
and B. Clonality.

Next, we assessed the association between MYB expression and immunotherapy outcome in several cohorts (Figure
9C). High MYB expression is related to worse outcomes of anti-PD-1+ anti-CTLA4 treatment in melanoma, while
received good outcomes of anti-PD-1 treatment in kidney cancer, melanoma, bladder cancer and glioblastoma. Mean-
while, results of T-cell dysfunction value in core dataset revealed a strong positive relationship between MYB expres-
sion and T-cell dysfunction value in endometrial cancer and a strong negative relationship in leukemia. Interestingly,
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Figure 9. MYB gene alteration and relationship with tumor immunity

(A) The potential relationship between MYB expression and infiltration of immune cells. (B) The value of MYB as a biomarker compar-

ing with traditional immunotherapy biomarkers. (C) The association between MYB expression with T cell dysfunction, immunother-

apy outcome, natural killer cell anti-tumor activity in CRISPR screen dataset and expression value from immune-suppressive cell

types. (D) The copy-number alterations of MYB. Amplification was the most common type of copy-number alteration in MYB. (E)

The genomic alteration of MYB. Deep deletion was the most frequent alteration type.
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we found that MYB-knockout in CRISPR screen dataset limited natural killer cell antitumor activity in melanoma
but enhanced natural killer cell activity in colon adenocarcinoma. At the same time, low-expression level of MYB was
detected in FAP (+) tumor-associated fibroblasts by microarray.

We also evaluated the genomic alteration of MYB through cBioPortal dataset. Deep deletion was the most frequent
alteration type of MYB, followed by mutation and amplification (Figure 9E). Subsequently, the copy-number alter-
ations of MYB were analyzed (Figure 9D). Amplification was the most common type of copy-number alteration in
MYB, followed by gene gain, diploid, shallow deletion and deep deletion.

Discussion
It is becoming increasingly clear that MYB is significantly linked to the growth and metastasis in a wide range of
malignancies. As a transcription factor, MYB broadly participate in the transcription process to transactivate gene
expression via binding the same DNA consensus sequence [PyAAC(G/T)G] [18]. We first explored the effect of MYB
in bladder cancer via basic experiments and validated that MYB is up-regulated in bladder cancer and overexpression
of MYB significantly reinforced the cell migration ability of bladder cancer cells. This result convinced us that MYB
may act as an oncogene in human cancer and we further conducted a pan-cancer analysis to verify the function of
MYB in human cancers. Of the 34 tumors we examined in GTEx and TCGA databases, MYB gene expression level
was significantly higher than normal tissues in 27 kinds of tumors and lower in 5 kinds of tumors. Meanwhile, several
previous studies determined our result on the relationship between MYB and tumors. In breast cancer, MYB acts as
a promoter of breast cancer metastasis via activating the Wnt/β-catenin/Axin2 signaling pathway [23]. Qu et al. re-
ported that in colorectal cancer, MYB promotes tumor progress by enhancing c-fos-induced epithelial–mesenchymal
transition [24]. Another study revealed that in renal cancer MYB activated the transcription of miR-520h, which tar-
geted MAGI1 and down-regulated its expression to suppress invasiveness and metastasis of tumor [25]. In contrast,
some researchers reported different results. For example, Zhao et al. found that MYB is highly expressed in laryn-
geal squamous cell carcinoma (consists approximately 90% of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma) and induced
miR-155 expression to promote cancer proliferation, invasiveness and migration [26]. However, our data from GTEx
and TCGA databases indicated that MYB expression is significantly lower in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma
and lower expression of MYB predicts poorer prognosis, suggesting that MYB acted as a tumor suppresser in head
and neck squamous cell carcinoma. This contradiction may largely be caused by tumor heterogeneity, implying that
the spatiotemporal specify of MYB RNA may decide and lead to diverse cell fate in tumor genesis and progression.
These findings suggested that MYB may be a potential biomarker to predict the prognosis of different malignancies
while more studies are necessary to further determine the exact role of MYB in human cancers.

To identify the potential role of MYB in tumor progression and immunity, we explored the expression of MYB
in different molecular subtypes and immune subtypes in human cancers. The results proved that MYB expression
showed significant difference among several immune subtypes and molecular subtypes in most cancers, which could
demonstrate that MYB is a valuable pan-cancer diagnostic biomarker and involved in the tumor immune environ-
ment regulation. In order to further identify the association between MYB and tumor immune environment, we
calculated the immune infiltration score and explored the immune cell infiltration. According to our analysis, in a
series of cancer types the expression level of MYB is significantly related to immune score and in approximately a half
of these cancer types the MYB expression is positively related to immune score. This result suggests that MYB is cor-
related to tumor immune microenvironment in human cancers. Next, we analyzed the exact immune cell infiltration
in tumor immune microenvironment and found that MYB expression had a strong correlation with B cell, CD4 T
cell, neutrophil and DC in most cancer types. Tumor-infiltrating B cell mediates antitumor immunity via promoting
maturation of tumor-associated tertiary lymphoid structures, while B cells and mature tertiary lymphoid structures
is an important predictor of immunotherapy response [27]. CD4 T cell, along with specific DCs, help enhance the
magnitude and quality of the activity of cytotoxic T lymphocytes, which established high-efficiency antitumor immu-
nity [28]. Considering that the relationship between immune cells and MYB expression is diverse in human cancers,
we infer there is an intricate correlation between the antitumor or pro-tumor response of immune cells and MYB ex-
pression. Meanwhile, the correlation of MYB and immune checkpoint genes indicated that MYB may regulate tumor
immunity in complex molecular pathways. Furthermore, MYB as an immunotherapy biomarker is superior to tradi-
tional immunotherapy biomarkers involving TMB, T. Clonality and B. Clonality in half of included immunotherapy
cohorts. Moreover, lower expression level of MYB was detected in FAP (+) tumor-associated fibroblasts, suggesting
a potential relationship between tumor microenvironment and MYB. Overall, we found that MYB is related to tu-
mor immunity in human cancers and may act as a novel predictor of immunotherapy. Further studies are needed to
identify the molecular mechanisms of MYB in tumor progression and immunity.
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Gene alteration analyze of MYB was also conducted in our study. As a result, deep deletion was the most frequent
alteration type of MYB, followed by mutation and amplification. Subsequently, the copy-number alterations of MYB
were analyzed. Amplification was the most common type of copy-number alterations in MYB, followed by gene gain,
diploid, shallow deletion and deep deletion. Copy-number alterations are a vital component of genetic diversity and
may contribute to rapid adaptive development and progression of human heritable and somatic diseases such as
cancer [29].

Although we have comprehensively exhibited the prognostic and immunological roles of MYB in pan-cancer, we
have to admit that some limitations still remain in our study. First, we only analyzed open-source data and we are
unable to include all the data published, so the publication bias and selection bias are unavoidable. Second, there is
heterogeneity between diverse databases and some contradictory results needed further affirmation. Third, we failed
to confirm the role of MYB in most human tumors through experiments.

Conclusion
We confirmed that the expression level of MYB is significantly higher in bladder cancer cell lines than in urothelial
cells through qRT-PCR. Further experiments validated that overexpression of MYB enhanced the ability of migration
in bladder cancer via wound healing assay and transwell assay. Based on our pan-cancer analysis of MYB, we found
that MYB was differentially expressed between tumors and normal tissues, and there was a connection between MYB
expression and prognosis. We conclude that MYB may serve as a powerful biomarker for tumor screening, prognos-
tic, individualized treatment strategy in a broad range of malignancies. Moreover, MYB expression is related to the
tumor microenvironment and immune cell infiltration in different cancer types. Different types of tumors respond
differently to its effects on tumor immunity. In the future, more precise and personalized immunotherapy may be
achieved by elucidating the role of MYB in tumor development.
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